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 Caravan drivers can infuriate other road users as they lumber along.  Vaughan Freeman finds, how-
ever, that they are a maligned breed 

This bank holiday weekend sees the return to the roads of one of the most vilified minorities in motoring, 
the caravan driver, back after the winter lay-off and ready to grapple again with such caravanning gremlins 
as ''the snake'' and ''nose weight''. 

 According to the British Tourist Authority, caravanning is second only to staying with friends or family as 
the most popular way of taking a holiday. 

 Non-caravan owners who are infuriated by the sight of a caravan ahead of them should, perhaps, bear 
in mind research which shows that the idea of caravan drivers as a hindrance on the road could be a myth.  
Aston University found that caravans did not hold up traffic but that the one single group of road users that 
did delay others was the school-run motorist.  

 The industry believes that there are about 750,000 caravans in Britain and that each year more than 
200,000 owners take their caravans abroad.  Something like Pounds 500 million-worth of new and used 
caravans are sold annually in Britain. Peter Frost, the spokesman for the Camping and Caravanning Club, 
says that membership was up 10 per cent last year, the number of people using sites increased and that in-
come from caravan owners using the club's schemes while travelling abroad was up 50 per cent. 

 Mr Frost says that the recession has been good for the caravanning business because people who pre-
viously used their caravans only for weekend breaks now also use them for their main holidays. ''In general 
terms, caravanning is growing. We have 200,000 members, half of whom are caravanners, and we believe it 
will grow further,'' he says. 

 The main attraction, Mr Frost says, is freedom. ''Caravanning used to be a hobby in its own right. Now a 
caravan is used more as a base, for instance by people who want to take their children to the seaside, who 
want the solitude of fly fishing in Scotland or who want to go mountain biking or hill walking. Freedom is the 
essence of it.'' 

 Market research shows that a significant proportion of those who holiday by caravan are engineers, 
doctors, lawyers and owners of their own businesses, are more likely to belong to the socio-economic 
classes A, B or C1, and are more likely to be middle-aged than young. Caravans can cost from Pounds 
7,000 to Pounds 15,000 for a luxury five or six-berth unit. Site fees average Pounds 5 per night. 

 To explore the world of caravanning, I joined Rob Willingale, the production director for the caravan 

builders Sprite, at Ford's Boreham testing track, near Chelmsford, in Essex. He says: ''The main thing to re-
member when towing a caravan is that accelerating and braking take a bit longer and you have to think fur-
ther ahead.'' 
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 Driving a two-litre Ford Mondeo and towing a Sprite Super caravan, I was surprised at how normal eve-
rything was. Although take-off from a standing start was much slower and mid-range acceleration used for 
overtaking was seriously impaired, for the most part there was surprisingly little impact on the car's ability. 

Even with four adults in the car, the Mondeo had no problems hauling the caravan to 80mph on the pri-
vate test track. Braking was secure as the Sprite has its own braking system. During an emergency stop, at 
60mph, car and caravan came to a halt in a perfectly straight line. 

 The nightmare for every caravan driver is ''snaking'', in which the caravan starts to weave from side to 
side. This is usually caused by poor weight distribution in the caravan which means that the ''nose weight'', 
which is the down force of the caravan on the car, is either too heavy or too light. Coaches and trucks can 
also trigger the snake by setting up sidewinds that buffet the outfit. Mr Willingale says: ''Don't do anything 

quickly, apply the brakes very gently and keep car and caravan in a straight line, and the snaking will cure 
itself.'' 

 Corners need to be taken wider than usual with attention paid to the side nearest the curb so that the 
caravan does not hit anything. Reversing is a problem. After an hour knocking down traffic cones, I knew it 
would be faster, and simpler, to unhitch the caravan and push it into position to avoid dented bodywork. 

 Modern caravans are inherently stable and lighter than their predecessors. When coupled with modern 
two-litre cars they are well able to keep up with the traffic, subject to the law which restricts caravan drivers 
to 50mph on minor roads and 60mph on motorways. 

Key caravanning rules: 

Load caravan with heaviest objects low down and over the axle. 

Nose weight should be between 50kg and 75kg. 

Caravan tyres and car tyres must be in good condition and at recommended pressures. 

Beware of buffeting winds when passing or being overtaken by large vehicles. 

Avoid braking sharply, especially going downhill. 

Speed limits for caravans are 60mph on motorways and 50mph on other roads and caravans cannot 
travel in the third lane. 

Carry a wheelclamp to immobilise your caravan. 

Before setting off check all lights on the caravan work. 

Check everything inside the caravan is securely stowed. 

The Camping and Caravanning Club will supply a free information pack (0203 694995). 
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